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Not so much in music but in movies there has been for a while this kind of curse where sequels usually are doomed to failure, though a few films find the way to break away (take The Godfather II as an example), they happen to be better than the original. Well, the same happens with father and son duo Escher’s Enigma new record and a follow up his EP From Me To There. The band has been making music for 40+ years in the scene and while they might not be masters in their craft, they definitely have learned some things along the way.

For a Moment not only has a better quality than its predecessor but it showcase different and new sides of the band making this a very eclectic and original album. “Should Have Known” kicks off with Brian’s trademark acoustic guitar and raw, edgy vocals that might sound crazy, but it reminded me a lot to Weird Al as he has a really unique way of singing that makes you wonder if he’s singing for real or not as he tends to fool around with his voice a lot. Throughout the whole album, what makes this record so interesting is Brian Miller’s style, while Russ Miller’s bass lines really gives a nice touch to every song, together they create this really awesome sound that’s hard to label, reminiscent of iconic bands and artists such as R.E.M and Bob Dylan. Sometimes Alternative, sometimes Folk.

There’s honestly nothing bad to say about this record, especially once you listen to their last EP, the band has improved a lot both musically and the vocals. While their last effort sounded more like a demo, this one really feels like they put a lot more effort and was recorded at a better studio which considering the music they play and Ben’s vocals, it was a good choice it needed to be done if they were hoping to find some minimum success in this tough industry where only a few get the chance to shine.

Overall, this is a band that really has a potential to break through the scene, even though they aren’t as awesome and blood pumping as other two-piece bands like The White Stripes, The Black Keys and Royal Blood, at least they bring something new to that specific scene. So what I would recommend you to do is to look for this band – if you could get this new material that will be much better, press the play button and enjoy. Some might keep going back and wait for more as I do, others will only spend one hours of their time listening to something cool and be much better., press the play button and enjoy. Some might keep going back and wait for more as I do, others will only spend one hours of their time listening to something cool and be much better.

http://www.reverbnation.com/eschersenigma
http://www.mtv.com/artists/eschers-enigma/
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SPANK ROCK “WHITE ON WHITE CRIME” Philly’s known party starter, Spank Rock, released “White (on white) Crime” for Black History Month. Produced by Frank...

**SKOPE NEWS FOR MARCH 9, 2015**
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REPUBLIC RECORDS ANNOUNCES FINDING NEVERLAND (SONGS FROM THE MUSICAL) ALBUM In tandem with the Broadway debut of Weinstein Live Entertainment’s Finding Neverland, with music...

**SKOPE NEWS FOR MARCH 5, 2015**
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BREAKOUT POP TRIO AJR PARTNERS WITH SHAZAM 2015’s rising indie pop trio, AJR, have partnered with music app Shazam to premiere an early stream...

**SKOPE NEWS FOR MARCH 4, 2015**
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PRIORY "WEEKEND" VIDEO Alt-pop group Priory have announced the release of their full-length Warner Bros. Records debut, Need To Know, out April 7th. Recently...

**SKOPE NEWS FOR MARCH 3, 2015**
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NICO & VINZ EMBARK ON ONES TO WATCH SPRING 2015 national 24-date Ones to Watch with Skype tour. A platform that...

**SKOPE NEWS FOR MARCH 2, 2015**
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NOISEY PRESENTS PART SEVEN OF NOISEY ATLANTA Noisey, VICE’s music channel, today presents Part Seven of Noisey Atlanta, an all-access pass into the complex...

**SKOPE NEWS FOR FEBRUARY 27, 2015**
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WORDS SMITH "TALKING TO THE MOST HIGH" Talking to the Most High” is another lively and motivating record where Wordsmith explores his desire to ascend...

**SKOPE NEWS FOR FEBRUARY 26, 2015**
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MS MARVELOUS “BODYWORK” Theodora "Ms Marvelous" Johnson was born July 21st in the south side of Arlington, Virginia. While growing up there, she notes...

**SKOPE NEWS FOR FEBRUARY 25, 2015**
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...
THE NEW YORK TIMES PREMieres NEW LADY LAZARUS ALBUM Today The New York Times "Press Play" exclusively premieres Miracles, the brand new album by...

NEVER YOUNG "UR A FRONT" Never Young is a noise rock band from the Bay Area in California. Blending raw punk sounds and 90's...

BMB SPACEKID NEW SINGLE Sometimes the new In Sound comes from Way Out! And in the case of Saint Petersburg, Russian native BMB Spacekid...

NEW VIDEO BY ZION I "Hip-hop is a tool to empower us, not to limit us and put us back into whatever our oppressor...

IDES OF GEMINI TOUR DATES West Coast atmospheric sound conjurors, IDES OF GEMINI, will bring their sonic rituals to the stage this Spring supporting...

IS "SECOND ALBUM SYNDROME" REAL? "We've launched an interactive chart that I thought might pique the interest of Skope Mag readers, especially those who...

KID ROCK DOUBLES DOWN WITH MASSIVE $20 TICKET TOUR Kid Rock broke all the rules when he last set out on tour, and now...

GAL PALs PREMIERE VIDEO FOR "DO YOU EVER?" Los Angeles duo, Gal Pals, have premiered the video for the track "Do You Ever?" via...

THE REPLACEMENTS ARE "BACK BY UNPOPULAR DEMAND" The Replacements walked away from each other in Chicago's Grant
SKOPE NEWS FOR FEBRUARY 11, 2015
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NEW VIDEO BY AMANDA KRAVAT Amanda’s EP debuted at #3 on iTunes’ Singer-Songwriter EP chart and at #26 on the iTunes Singer-Songwriter Album Chart...
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LUNA SOPOR SECOND STUDIO ALBUM ‘COBALT’ OUT NOW Luna Sopor releases second Studio Album titled Cobalt. Characterized by driving Guitars and powerful Female Vocals...

SKOPE NEWS FOR FEBRUARY 5, 2015
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TORY LANEZ VIDEO “PRICELESS” Tory Lanez has just released his video for “Priceless” from his breakout mixtape, “Lost Cause”, and prepares to embark on...
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XAVIER RUDD & THE UNITED NATIONS ANNOUNCE N. AMERICAN TOUR + “COME PEOPLE” In the past, Xavier Rudd’s onstage one-man-band setup included a half-dozen...
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RYAN LINK “UNDER THE RUG” The Musebox today announced that New York City renaissance man Ryan Link will release his first single, “Under the...

SKOPE NEWS FOR JANUARY 30, 2015
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NOEL GALLAGHER’S HIGH FLYING BIRDS NEW ALBUM OUT MARCH 3RD Noel Gallagher’s High Flying Birds will release their second album entitled Chasing Yesterday on...

SKOPE NEWS FOR JANUARY 29, 2015
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CURRENT SWELL ADDS HEADLINING DATES TO NORTH AMERICAN TOUR Canada’s Current Swell are excited to announce U.S. headlining dates this winter. The rock band,...

SKOPE NEWS FOR JANUARY 26, 2015
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DYING SCENE RECORDS SIGNS WESTERN SETTINGS + “REMEMBER” DYING SCENE RECORDS has announced the signing of San Diego punk act WESTERN SETTINGS and will...
SUMMER CANNIBALS “SOMETHING NEW”
SINGLE Summer Cannibals are a female-fronted, punk-flecked four piece (think Sleater Kinney, Breeders, Veruca Salt, etc). In just a few... 

WE ARE HARLOT OFFICIAL MUSIC VIDEO FOR FIRST SINGLE “DANCING ON NAILS” Roadrunner Records’ group We Are Harlot have unveiled details of their long... 

HAPPY FANGS NEW SINGLE ON SPIN From the opening notes of its harmonic-laden riff, “In the Morning” bursts through your speakers like the sun... 

NEW SINGLE BY CAVERNS Caverns has already received nods from notable media outlets such as Indie Shuffle, TWELV Magazine and VNDL Magazine. The band... 

G.R.L.’S BRAND NEW VIDEO FOR THEIR NEW SINGLE “LIGHTHOUSE” Rising girl group G.R.L. releases a brand new video today for their new single “Lighthouse”... 

GROOMS PREMIERE TITLE TRACK FROM NEW LP Grooms are extremely pleased to share the title track to Comb The Feelings Through Your Hair today.... 

DEATH CAB FOR CUTIE ANNOUNCE “KINTSUGI” Atlantic recording group Death Cab for Cutie has announced the release of their much-anticipated eighth studio album. “KINTSUGI”... 

MEAXIC RELEASE NEW SINGLE Progressive rock/metal band Meaxic releases latest single “On Instinct” off of forthcoming debut EP, Synergy, due in early 2015. The...
THE HOOCHIE COOCHIE MEN RELEASE NEW SINGLE "THINGS I KNOW"

New York based folk-blues rock band The Hoochie Coochie Men release their new single...

NEW VIDEO BY DRAGON FLI EMPIRE

Calgary (Canada) acclaimed hip hop duo Dragon Fli Empire are pleased to release the music video for "Supreme"...

SEATTLE DUO SCIENCE! TO RELEASE NEW ALBUM

December 2014, Seattle, WA: Award winning Seattle duo Science! is starting 2015 off with a brand new...
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